Accelerate & Reshape

solution brief

Engineering

A cloud based all-in-one application for simulation operations (SimOps)
dicehub is a web platform with built-in real-time collaboration, workflow automation and high performance computation
scaling. Our software accelerates and reshapes your engineering workflow by introducing a highly efficient data management
solution, almost unlimited scaling capacity to your private HPC center or the public cloud and a variety of highly innovative 3D
simulation applications.

Our solution enables especially small and medium-sized companies with the continued goal to innovate to access highly
specialized expertise that would otherwise be inaccessible to them.

Accelerate

Manage projects and data
Manage multiple projects and organizations all in one

Speed up your innovation cycle

place without any administrative overhead. 
Easily inspect and analyse large amounts of data f rom

your optimization studies to improve your products.
Through the use of intelligent and efficient
communication and management tools offered
by dicehub engineers have the ability to speed
up their innovation cycle.

Collaborate in real-time
Collaborate with other engineers in real-time and
accelerate your overall product engineering

Reshape

performance.  
Assist your customers and others with your technical

Rethink modern workflows

expertise, avoid time consuming communication
delays and reduce your operational costs.

Automation and Optimization
Automate your numerical calculation workflows and

optimize the accuracy of your results.

Scale your calculations
Scale your computation easily up to 100s CPU without
the loss of performce. Pay only for the computational
time and storage without the need of a license.
Key features to increase an engineer’s performance are
collaboration, automation and scaling. dicehub combines

Real-time data analysis

all of them and is designed with a focus on increasing

Inspect your calculations in real-time and optimize

engineering productivity, simplicity and ease of use.

your solution to get more accurate results.

dicehub and the importance of simulations
In recent years expensive experiments have been more and more replaced by virtual 3D simulations in multiple industries (i.e.
automotive industry, aerospace industry, chemical industry). This has significantly reduced production costs and resulted in new
product innovations. The main driver is the emergence of the new simulation and optimization applications which model
processes such as aerodynamics and thermodynamics and predict the experimental results accurately thereby allowing a faster
product development. Such applications have become the most important tools of an engineer/scientist. dicehub lowers the
barrier for the use of these applications and enables a level of simulation democratization not seen before in engineering.
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dicehub advances “Simulation Democratization”

Simulation Democratization is an evolutionary process which empowers more people to take advantage of simulation
technology without sacrificing the accuracy of the results.




dicehub business model
Pay as you Scale (PayS)

Bill transparency

With dicehub you only pay for the
calculation time and storage of your
simulation. No need for year long
contracts with extremely high
licensing fees.

Old world

Your bill is transparent at

every point of your
calculation.

time frame
costs

Engineering  
and R&D

month/days

hours/minutes

100.000€+ 
(i.e. license fees)

100€ 
(PayS)

Example: External aerodynamics of a car
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Our remote team around the world

About dicehub GmbH
dicehub GmbH is a fully remote german company specialized in
data science and engineering with expertise in process
automation, cloud computing and 3D simulations. dicehub’s
solutions optimize and accelerate existing internal workflows
and boost engineering businesses.  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We open your doors to the exciting world of Simulation
Operations!
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